NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE
HISTORIANS

Your next chance to
join in the discussions

an informal association of those with an
interest in reading and researching history

Monday November 13
Simon Harris

Chairman: Rose Wheat
Secretary: Paul Anderton

The Cheshire Gentry and Islam in the late
C16th: new discoveries at Adlington Hall.

paulberne14@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER
for November 2017 Vol. 18,

No.3
Meetings held in the New Fire Station,
Knutton Lane, Newcastle-u-Lyme. ST5
2SL
at 7.30pm unless otherwise stated
This Invitation to our meetings is only
restricted by the agreement that the
maximum number attending should not
exceed twenty-five.
Please let Paul Anderton know that you will
be at the next meeting.
paulberne14@gmail.com

The illustration is misleading because Dr
Harris will be explaining work he has been
doing in the archives about the Legh family
and the discoveries which have recently
excited him. This family in Tudor times will
allow us to enter a world frequently now
brought to us only in television costume
dramas. Walls might figure in the talk
nevertheless!

The John Levitt
Memorial Lecture
Saturday November 18 at 2.00pm

Michael Wood.
Professor of Public History,
University of Manchester

‘Why the Anglo-Saxons Matter –
Athelstan and the Making of
England.’

Friday December 8
An eating meeting

Westminster Theatre, Keele University

Details below - but note change of day
and venue to 14 Berne Avenue

Professor Alannah Tomkins
inaugural lecture
The Workhouse: A Victorian Institution
through the eyes of working-class
writers
Monday December 11 at 6.15pm
Westminster Theatre, Keele University

Monday January 15
title to be announced

BOTH LECTURES FREE
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Peter Lead

BORDER HISTORY FAIR

Changing the format of the Fair could
include a feature or centrepiece, a wellknown speaker; a re-enactment type
activity; a film/video showing.
All ideas welcome.
If the view is that the Fair should be
discontinued are there other events or
activities which should be mounted?
Possible examples are:A Study Day covering a particular aspect of
family/local history. Family History is the
most obvious.
A Local History day in conjunction with a
local Museum.
Lecture(s) by high profile speakers with
appropriate fees.
Other ideas most welcome

Following the Fair the acting
chairman of Border History, David
Beckett, has made a number of
points for consideration, presented
here in a modified form.
The Fair at Betley was a success. There was
a buzz about the event that lasted all day,
helped by the Mayor of Newcastle staying
for two hours and starting some
interesting discussions. Betley members
put in a considerable amount of effort, in
particular the provision of a splendid array
of cakes, and the committee is grateful to
all stallholders. The presence of a group of
Civil War specialists complete in uniform
and with weapons, was a new innovation
and helped to make the day go well.

If the decision is to close Border History
agreement will be required on what to do
with the funds (around £1000).
Timing is tight. We need to have new
officers in place for early next year, and if
we are going to hold a Fair next year
exhibitors must be contacted in February.
On the other hand we need to give time
for discussions in the affiliated societies
We are therefore proposing two possible
dates for the next Committee meeting.
Wednesday 24 January or Wednesday 31
January 1918.
This is an important meeting as it could
wind up the organisation.

However there are issues which require
attention
We need to find a new Treasurer, Fair
Organiser, Web Site Manager and
Chairman
Not every local society contributed to the
Betley Fair and we need a Society prepared
to host the next Fair.
Does our format need to change?
Should we move to bi-annually?
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scientific ways of thinking, democracy, the
Bronze Age, let alone the Ming dynasty,
the Aztecs and the Moghul Empire fit into
the picture?

Anniversaries
Did you notice it? The 500th anniversary.
Given the plethora of commemorations
within the last two or three years you
might be excused for missing this one. On
the other hand, if previous events and
human actions are rated by their
significance on a world-wide basis Martin
Luther and his 95 propositions might be
pretty close to the top. The issue is scale
and the observer’s point of perception.

That which we commemorate about our
past, symbolised or personified most often
by a single act or life, says a lot about
ourselves today. To commemorate or not
commemorate, that is the question.
Whether it has meaning or purpose for us
now to select out for public display a
moment in past time, or whether we
should ignore, even eliminate, knowledge
of particular human activity fifty, a
hundred, a thousand years ago?

Those brought up in the British educational
system of the early and mid-twentieth
century – the pensioner generation — are
likely to have a perception of the past as a
series of blocks. Babylonians, Egyptians
and Greeks figure vaguely as foundations,
the Romans stand out more clearly.
Recognised with some certainty are the
Anglo-Saxons and Normans. Europe, or
perhaps the Mediterranean bordering
territory, was the centre of the world, but
the remainder of the globe was only
opened to view as empires were created,
especially, of course, the British Empire. An
Industrial Revolution was one of several
other huge British donations to human
development reaching a climax in the
Victorian Age. Two World Wars are the
most recent markers delineating our
history.

Not that this is the only issue. Having
decided that a commemoration – indeed a
celebration — is due, how is this to be
done? In 2017 we have had, for example,
Passchendaele, two Russian revolutions.
The Alaska Purchase, the American
declaration of war in 1917, the Balfour
Declaration, and coming up is the first
human heart transplant, all evoking a
desire to mount public recognition of their
historical significance. This list can easily be
lengthened. What is important is which
have been chosen for the maximum
treatment, why and how?
So, did you notice Martin Luther as the
personification of a European movement,
the Reformation, and how do you rate his
1517 protest against the practices of the
Pope among all the other
commemorations advertised in 2017? In
the context of England and your own
individual educational experience does he
come at the top, or so well down the order
that he is best ignored? Who or what in
2017 could we have remembered and

All individuals will weave around and into
this pattern their own different strands
and sequences of actions, highlight
particular people and events, emphasise or
downplay, according to personal
circumstances, incidents and trends which
others may recognise, or not. Where do
the Renaissance, the Enlightenment, the
Holy Roman Empire, the adoption of
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lauded, but ignored or made but passing
reference to? What criteria govern your
choice?

Friday December 8
Eating Meeting at 7.30 pm
at 14 Berne Avenue, Newcastle

Last, but not least, what does your choice
say about you?

As previously, only the first 20
replies can be accepted for this food
for the brain event.

Answers on a postcard if you can still find
one to Paul Anderton.

Consciousness Matters: an enquiry into the
origin of consciousness

If you look in the right place you will find
this new book by Oliver Leech at £6.90
available from YOUCAXTON Publications.
Historians should pay more attention to
philosophers, and to consciousness,
especially when the clarity of writing and the
fluency of explanation is of this enviably
high standard.

ideas about government; maybe no English
language as the world’s language?

Michael Wood and the Levitt Lecture
It is often forgotten, but the roots of
England lie before the Norman Conquest:
the foundations of the English state were
laid by three generations of the Wessex
royal family, Alfred the Great, his son
Edward and daughter Aethelflaed, and his
grandson Aethelstan. In this illustrated
talk, with special focus on Aethelstan,
Michael Wood argues that they are the
most important rulers in English history
without them the history of Britain might
have been radically different: no English
state perhaps, no English law, or English

The Levitt lecture was established in memory of
the late John Levitt, adult-education tutor
organiser in English at Keele who taught
extensively on Old English language, literature
and history.
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Melanie Williamson writes as Collections Assistant for Staffordshire
County Council at Shugborough ….
I work for Staffordshire Museum Service and we get your newsletter every
month. At the moment the County Museum at Shugborough is not open
therefore we are going out and about with our collections instead, mostly to
fairs and fetes, basically having a stall and showing what we have from the
museum collection and the archives. We also have an activity which can be
for children or adults where we make badges or fridge magnets that relate to
the objects on the stall or local photographs.
I was wondering would you be interested in this and if so do you have any
events coming up that we could attend, preferably in the new year? Either
doing this or a variation of this.
If you wish to follow this up Melanie can be contacted at
Shugborough, Milford, Stafford, ST17 0XB
Tel: 01889 869138
email: melanie.williamson@staffordshire.gov.uk
@Archandheritage
www.staffordshire.gov.uk

Reg Haggar
Memorial
Lecture

Admission Free
Tickets from
Potteries
Museum and Art
Gallery
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History Centre Stafford:

latest plan
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newly published
this third in a series by
Leek Historical Society
publishes ten letters
sent by a Leek artillery
man to a child he never
met movingly describing
his thoughts during and
immediately after the
Great War

The latest edition of The Local Historian
contains among other things a review of Bob
Fyson’s book on Manx democracy, and some
matters up for debate, as well as articles of
interest to historians of food, conscientious
objectors in the Great War, housing history and
geology
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News of Cheshire Archives
A recent Newsletter from Cheshire Archives announces the following:This special edition of our Newsletter follows the decisions by Cheshire West
and Chester Council and Cheshire East Council to allocate sites in Chester
and Crewe for two new history centres to house the shared Archives and
Local Studies service. These will replace the current Record Office in Duke
Street, Chester, which is no longer fit for purpose. New facilities will help to
preserve our unique and irreplaceable collections and also allow them to be
more accessible to people across the county of Cheshire.
Facilities proposed include better spaces for activities with schools and
community groups, exhibition spaces and more ‘informal’ access, as well as
supervised research spaces. We would also look to extend digital provision
and develop a much bigger outreach programme.
The proposals will be more fully developed over the next two to three years
and will include consultation with residents, service users and potential new
users. If you would like to be involved in this consultation, please email
recordoffice@cheshiresharedservices.gov.uk
The £13 million joint scheme, if finally approved, would see each authority
contribute £4.2m each with the remainder of the money being sought via a
bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund in 2018.
The history centre in Crewe would be located on the old library site in the
town centre.
Subject to funding, the proposed new facilities will open in 2022/23. As the
project progresses, we will keep you updated on developments with our
newsletter.
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